Stuck for ideas?
Don’t know what book to buy your child?
We can help!

Willow Book Recommendations
Mrs MacMillan

Mr Wilson

recommends….

recommends….

All The Ways to be Smart

I Want my Hat Back

By Davina Bell & Allison Colpoys

By Jon Klassen

My favourite types of books to
read are books with lots of rhyming words and this one does not
disappoint. I love the illustrations
in this book which really excite your imagination. I also
love the colourful language including nonsense words
to help the rhyme carry on. The main focus within this
story is to remember we are all smart in our own special way!

I love reading books that make
me laugh and this one makes
me giggle every time I open it.
It’s a story about a bear who
has lost his hat. When asking
the other animals if they know
where it is, he comes across
one or two hilarious surprises. I
also love Jon Klassen’s simple
but effective illustrations that give across lots of character.

Mrs MacMillan

Mr Wilson

recommends….

recommends….

The Naughtiest Unicorn

The Unlucky Eleven

By Pip Bird

By Phil Earle

This is the first book in the
naughtiest unicorn series
and I love it! Within the series Mira begins unicorn
school and is very excited to start. However when her
unicorn turns out to be fat, smelly, lazy and unhelpful
her time there becomes a totally different adventure.
This book is so funny and just silly it made me laugh
out loud all the way through!

I love playing football with my
friends so I love books about
football too! This book is about
the most unlucky team in the
entire world. Everything seems
to go wrong!
This is a Barrington Stoke book
so the writing is nicely spaced
out on the page. This makes it less overwhelming and
much easier to read!

